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Diagrams for Social Realities
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Processing information is pure raw power. It is about the creation of the social reality.
Social Algorithm Art forms the information flow, therefore it programs reality.
Social Algorithms sculpt information as a material that can be shaped for building new social
structures and systems. The artist draws the algorithm that molds information, thus the artist’s
concept is the ultimate creation of reality.
These diagrams give instructions for activating social dynamics through manipulating the !
present flow of reality. Anyone can re-create these sculptures by simply following the artist’s
flowcharts of Social Algorithms.
Social Algorithms want to bring about progress. They propose new realities through a set of
instructions to be followed step by step. They are propositions of how to activate social !
evolution by simply following the flowcharts of the diagrams.
Reality should be re-processed and re-organized, as society always needs improved algorithms.
Social Algorithms activate social performances, confronting their public with new social !
dynamics and forms of participation. The performances enabled by Social Algorithms can !
impact the social forms directly or they can remain potentials to be explored conceptually.
Social Algorithms Art takes on the form of active drawings, productive sculptures, and !
functional performances. Finally, classic artistic practices such as drawing, sculpting and !
performing are able to effectively influence social realities.
The diagrams of Social Algorithms are blueprints for social software, which when launched into
the operation system of our society, they start to interact with the tasks of the applications that
organize the construction of the social reality in order to change it.
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2013. Two video channels and digital prints, US letter size.

This artwork unveiled over 200000 Cayman Islands companies and reversed global finance machination to
serve a creative agenda. The website Loophole4All.com promoted the sale of real identities of anonymous
Cayman companies at low cost to democratize the privileges of offshore businesses by forging Certificates of
Incorporation documents for each company, all issued with the artist’s real name and signature.
This performance generated international media attention, engaged an active audience and drew outrage from
authorities on the Cayman Islands, international law and accounting firms, PayPal, and real owners of the !
companies. Further, the artist interviewed major experts and produced a video documentary investigating !
offshore centers to expose their social costs and to envision solutions to global economic inequality. In the
offline art installation, the paper trail of the project is displayed with prints of the counterfeited Certificates of
Incorporation and the documents of the scheme set up for the operation.

P2P Gift Credit Card - Gift Finance

2010. Digital print, plastic cards embossed, dimensions variable.

This project proposes an alternative financial model based on a Peer-to-Peer social architecture. It offers an
innovative participatory system using counterfeit virtual money by issuing forged VISA credit cards. The project
introduced Gift Finance, a monetary policy based on free universal credit without interest. Gift Finance is the
conceptualization of the democratic creation of money by ordinary people in order to redistribute wealth in
society. The website P2PGiftCredit.com allows people to generate unique virtual card numbers and send them
to others via digital platforms. A limited edition of physical plastic P2P Gift Credit Cards are available by request
at P2PGiftCredit.com, and they have been distributed worldwide via mail, in the art exhibitions and public
interventions.

(W)orld Currency

2014. Digital prints, document A4 and 100x100cm.

This artwork illustrates a global currency through the creative formulation of an equation and a trading !
algorithm for the currency exchange market. The creation of algorithmic trading combines art with the
material that governs contemporary society and in doing so, it aims to introduce new art practices. !
The artwork seeks to inspire social progress through envisioning positive and innovative economic tools. !
It addresses the inherent instability of various currencies, as well as the need for a new independent global
reserve currency that could potentially empower and unite the world population. The conceptual artwork is !
illustrated through the artistic expression of a mathematical equation and a diagram of an algorithm. These
two elements indicate how the value of the currency is calculated and how its liquidity is created and !
maintained, while an accompanying text indicates how the equation and algorithm work.
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2014. Mixed media, dimensions variable.

Global Direct illuminates the idea of worldwide democracy within the tradition of utopian artistic visions. !
To illustrate the conceptual work the artist drew a series of fifteen diagrams of alternative protocols,
procedures and policies for actualizing a global participatory democracy. These creative organograms were
informed by research on contemporary forms of democracies which the artist assembled and presents as
a documentary component of the project. Further, the artist promoted Global Direct as a potential political
movement by producing appealing slogans, visuals and videos with statements by prominent advocates of
participatory politics. Ultimately, the artwork envisions a political philosophy that structures global democracy
through the opportunities offered by distributed network technology for participatory decision-making, !
transparent accountability and civil awareness.

Open Society Structures - Algorithms Triptych
2009. Serigraph (digital) print on Plexiglass. 54x39cm each

The artwork is presented as a triptych of diagrams that provide a conceptual framework for bringing together
egalitarian values, collaborative perspectives, and edifying voices. It includes a taxonomy of cultural, economic,
and political concepts relevant to the formation of social structures in order to outline the flow of principles for
an ideal society. These diagrams introduced the idea of organizing society like designing algorithms for operation systems and they refer to the performative, creative process of reflecting on complex social systems.
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Art Commodities

2014. Ink-jet prints on tracing paper.

This project is a creative business model for an innovative art market, which is introduced through a !
provocative economic and social analysis of the contemporary art world. It proposes a new model to support
critical art through a protocol called the Smart Art Market, a large series of unique pieces sold for very low
prices. This economic model is enabled by selling Smart Digital Art Objects, which is a format invented by the
artist to authenticate digital art through cryptography. Ultimately, the idea of a collection, as well as economic
and sales models, becomes the conceptual artwork itself, beyond its implementation and use. The artwork
is presented with diagrams and texts that subtly use financial and economic language while making concrete
proposals for creative innovations in contemporary art.
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Hacking Monopolism Trilogy
2011. Mixed media, dimensions variable.

The Hacking Monopolism Trilogy includes the three artworks: Face to Facebook, Amazon Noir and Google
Will Eat Itself. The trilogy exploited the technical and economic vulnerabilities of major Internet companies at
the time of their expansion, reconfguring the way Internet giants concentrate, misappropriate, and monetize
large quantities of information and user interactions. These works share a common methodology and use of
strategy - they all used custom-programmed software in order to target three of the biggest online corporations, employing actual hacks to unset their marketing and economic models. All three artworks were media
performances created through the exploitation of temporary security vulnerabilities within the Internet giants’
platforms. These performances were staged through the global media for millions of spectators worldwide
and through interactions with the companies targeted, media outlets, and the general public. The installations
include elements from the reactions and interactions with the performances’ audiences, diagrams that outline
the main processes under which the software has been developed to execute the performances, and
custom artifacts that translate the conceptual works. Ultimately, the art installations did not use technologies
to ensure coherence between the projects, opting to present the concepts, processes, and documentation of
the performances.

Face to Facebook %

2011. Mixed media, dimensions variable.

This project was a social experiment that consisted of appropriating one million Facebook profiles, filtering
them with face-recognition software, and then posting 250000 of them on a custom-made dating website,
sorted by the personality suggested by facial expression analysis. The concept was to recontextualize identities
in a new place, in order to make them face the extent of Facebook’s impositions, constraints, and social rules.
The dating website (Lovely-Faces.com) provided a stage for anybody to interact with Facebook users’ facial !
expressions and personality traits, used without their consent, while Facebook had to confront the artwork
made with its appropriated material. The project took place over five days of thrilling personal, media and legal
reactions, which became a Global Mass Media Performance. During the performance the artwork received
over a thousand mentions in the international press, eleven legal threats, five death threats, and several letters
from the lawyers of Facebook. The project addressed the surveillance economy of social media internet
monopolies as well as art interventions within social networks and global media.

Amazon Noir %

2006. Mixed media, dimensions variable.

This project eluded Amazon.com copyright protections through a sophisticated hack of the “Search Inside”
service. Complete digital volumes of books were obtained and reassembled into .pdf, then redistributed for
free. The hacking took place while traditional publishers were persuaded to digitize their publications for being
handed to Amazon.com. The project generated wide press coverage and in turn, press inquiries to Amazon.
com, which kept denying their vulnerability. This media performance was documented through various types
of offline conceptual installations and with the appropriated books printed and assembled as if they were the
originals. The conceptual artwork integrated the criminalization of piracy with free circulation and access to
culture, hence addressing copyright and fair use laws within the disrupting digital economy and knowledge
missappropriation by information monopolies.

Google Will Eat Itself (GWEI)%
2005. Mixed media, dimensions variable.

In this project Google was hacked in order to be bought with its own money. Revenue was generated through
Googles own “AdSense” initiative by programming bots to automatically click on banner ads placed on a
network of hidden websites. The money from the scheme was used to buy Google’s shares and hand them
over via GTTP Ltd., a firm set up for the artwork, which could ultimately distribute the shares to everyone, in
order to turn Google into a public company. By establishing this circular model the project deconstructed !
global Internet advertising, while addressing Google’s monopoly on informational power concentration.
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